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ABSTRACT

Fortum Engineering Ltd and the Technical Research Centre of Finland have developed APROS
simulation software since 1986. APROS is a multifunctional simulator, which is used for process
and automation design, safety analysis and training simulator applications. APROS has unique fea-
tures and models developed especially for VVER-440 reactors.

At first the paper gives a short overview of APROS multifunctional simulator. The rest of the paper
deals with different kind of applications of APROS in VVER-440 reactors' improvement and op-
eration development.

INTRODUCTION

The trend in the development of the simulation software is to create one software, so-called multi-
functional simulation software, which can be used in process and automation design, safety analysis
and training simulator applications. By the use of the multifunctional simulation software signifi-
cant benefits are achieved, e.g. the utilisation of the software during the plant lifetime becomes
more effective and faster as well as the maintenance costs of the software and its applications de-
crease considerably.

APROS (Advanced PROcess Simulator) simulation software is one example of the real multifunc-
tional simulation software. It has been used successfully in the simulation of VVER-440 reactors in
all the multifunctional simulator applications.

APROS MULTIFUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR

APROS multifunctional simulator has been developed in co-operation between Fortum Engineering
Ltd and Technical Research Centre of Finland since 1986. APROS Simulation Environment con-
tains tools, calculation algorithms and extensive model libraries for the simulation of both nuclear
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and thermal power plants. Much attention has been paid for the development of the user-friendly
graphical interface.

APROS nuclear power plant library consists of comprehensive simulation models. The thermal hy-
draulic library contains 3- , 5- and 6-equation models for the calculation of one-dimensional two-
phase flow. For the computation of water and steam material properties the fast access material
property tables are used. Component model library includes:

• one- and three-dimensional nuclear reactor
• pressuriser
• horizontal and vertical steam generator
• turbine plant components
• feed water and condenser plant components
• auxiliary systems components
• containment
• control and interlocking systems
• electrical system components.

In the nuclear power plant applications APROS has many useful and also unique features:

• accurate physical dynamic models
• fast running simulation
• extensive validation
• graphical interactive interface for process modeling
• suitable to model also I&C and electrical systems
• possibility to extend the plant analyser or engineering simulator of the plant design phase to the

training simulator.

PROCESS AND AUTOMATION DESIGN

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

TRAINING OF PLANT PERSONNEL

Figure 1. APROS Applications

The validity of APROS power plant models ranges from cold start-up to normal operation modes,
normal and emergency shutdown, load rejections and other disturbances as well as to failures of any
combination of process, automation or electrical components.
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The APROS simulation software can be run in any manufacturer's computer e.g. COMPAQ, HP,
SUN and SGI workstations. Today also a version running in Windows NT personal computers is
available.

APROS VVER-440 APPLICATIONS

In APROS development work a lot of efforts have been made to increase the capability of APROS
to simulate VVER-440 reactors. Therefore APROS has been used extensively in the simulation of
Loviisa reactor. Today APROS is also in use at Kola NPP and Paks NPP. In these applications
APROS has been used as an engineering simulator, a plant analyser and a training simulator. Below
different kind of applications are presented and achieved benefits are considered.

Process Design

The simulation software having physical models is an excellent tool in a process design. The tool
gives to the user an opportunity to study the dynamical behaviour of the plant modifications already
in the design phase, i.e. when the modifications are on the paper. The faults in the process systems
can be observed at the stage, when the modifications are easy and economical to make.

APROS process design applications at Loviisa NPP are:

• design of the new high pressure preheater system
• capability of the emergency core cooling systems at high sump temperatures
• dimensioning of the throttle of the steam generator blowdown system
• design of the new emergency make-up tank
• behaviour of the HPSI and LPSI pumps in the minimum recirculation conditions
• behaviour of the condenser in the sea water line break
• behaviour of the PCP injection system temperatures in the sea water transient.

Automation Design

The increase of the computer computation power has enhanced remarkable the possibilities to
simulate complex physical phenomena accurately. This is the precondition on the effective use of a
simulator in the automation design.

APROS has many useful applications at Loviisa NPP in the automation design e.g. checking the
functioning of the control systems and pretuning of the control systems. Based on the experience
the use of the simulator decreases the start-up time and the costs of the testing phase.

Examples of the use of a simulator in the automation design at Loviisa NPP are:

• design of the control system of the new high pressure preheater system
• design of the steam generator level control systems
• design of the pressure control system of the feed water tanks.

In the configuration of a distributed control system (DCS) many bugs are made in spite of a careful
work. The bugs can be found only by the extensive testing of DCS. The testing can be made more
effective by the utilisation of the simulator.
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The automation systems are nowadays designed more open than earlier. This enables that the con-
nection of the automation system and simulator is easier to make. The newly developed and widely
accepted OPC standard offers one flexible way to connect simulators and DCS of different vendors.

Based on the OPC standard, a new framework of connecting automation domain applications has
been developed in APROS. The system has been used in one thermal power plant application and
the results are promising. It is expected that the same configuration could be used in the testing of a
new automation system in a nuclear power plant.

Figure 2: Schematic figure of the testing system

Safety Analysis

In Finland APROS has been the main system analysis code since mid 1990's when it was used in
safety analyses relating to the modernisation and power uprating program for Loviisa VVER-440
reactors. Among other things Loviisa Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) was extensively revised
as part of the licensing process for higher reactor thermal power /I/. The major part of FSAR safety
analyses was calculated using APROS.

The revision of the Loviisa FSAR in the modernisation and power uprating program with the new-
uprated 1500 MW thermal power required a great number of safety analyses. 6-equation version of
the APROS code was used in all the analyses and the calculated initiating events are listed below:

o LBLOCA (Cold and hot leg, BOC and EOC)
• SBLOCA (Cold and hot leg, several break sizes)
• ATWS (CRW from full power, Loss of main FW, Loss of on and off-site AC power)
• PRISE (Single tube, medium, large)
• Reactor coolant pump trips (One, Three)
• Reactor coolant pump seizure
• Main feed water pumps trip
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• Feed water line break (Three different break locations)
• Inadvertent closure of main steam line isolation valve (One valve, Six valves)
• Loss of on and off-site AC power
• Uncontrolled withdrawal of a control rod group during power operation
• Overpressure protection analysis (Six or one MSIV closure, Turbine trip)
• Decrease of feed water temperature
• Inadvertent opening of one steam generator safety valve

To study the sensitivity of the results, each initiating event analysis included several parameter
variation analyses. Parameter variations included e.g. in pipe break cases variations of break size
and break location, in ATWS and overpressure protection analysis variation of initiating events and
in analyses dealing with pump trips variation of number of pumps to trip and power control system
(ROM) operating or not. Also capacity of ECCS and emergency feed water pumps were considered
important parameters as well as the availability of on and off-site AC power.

In the future application of APROS concerning accident analyses of Loviisa will be extended to low
power and shutdown mode analyses.

Validation of Emergency Operating Procedures

APROS has sophisticated process component models for the description of the whole VVER-440
power plant process. In addition the control, interlocking and protection systems as well as the
electrical systems can be simulated comprehensively. These APROS features added by the user
friendly features, e.g. graphical and interactive modelling, make APROS an excellent tool for the
development and validation of the emergency operating procedures (EOP).

The Kola Nuclear Power Plant has already used APROS in these applications and the experiences
are good 111. At Loviisa NPP APROS will play an important role when EOPs will be rewritten.
APROS is going to be main tool in verifying new procedures.

Training Simulator

The training simulators are used extensively in the operator training of the nuclear power plants.
Normally the training simulators are full scope, where the control room corresponds accurately to
the real one.

The utilisation of the compact training simulators in the operator training is increasing. The extent
of the simulation model of the compact training simulator corresponds to the full scope training
simulator. Instead the process, automation, protection and electric systems are presented in visual
diagrams in computer displays and the operator actions are performed by the mouse. As a conse-
quence the time for the development of the compact training simulator is shorter and the price lower
than the full scope training simulator.

Fortum Engineering Ltd has developed in the co-operation with Kola NPP and Technical Research
Centre of Finland an APROS-Based Kola 1 and 2 Compact Training Simulator. The development
work started in 1995 and the simulator passed the final acceptance tests in August 1999. The full set
of the acceptance tests covered different steady state, start up and shut down events as well as 40
transients 131.
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The Kola training simulator of the older units 1 and 2 includes the systems needed for normal op-
eration and accident conditions. The simulator has the displays for the operators and the instructor,
who is able to generate any kind of malfunctions. Additionally the simulator has versatile functions
to analyse and repeat exercises. The trainees can see on the displays of the simulator the same plant
parameters and control the same plant equipment as in the real control room of the plant.
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Figure 3. Example of an operators display

CONCLUSIONS

APROS is a real multifunctional simulator, which has been used in process and automation design,
safety analyses and in the development of the training simulator for VVER-440 reactors. APROS
has proved to be an excellent tool in the enhancement the safety operation of nuclear power plants.
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